In order to accurately predict oncological outcomes of colorectal cancer (CRC), we established a risk signature with tumor infiltrating neutrophils and T immune cells for prognosis. A total of 276 CRC patients from FUSCC, and 434 patients from TCGA cohort were enrolled in the study. A risk signature model in combination with CEACAM8+ neutrophils, CD3+, CD8+ T lymphocytes, and FOXP3+ regulatory T cells was established, and the relationships with patient clinicopathological characteristics and prognosis were evaluated. In TCGA cohort, high CEACAM8 expression was observed as an independent factor of poor disease-free survival (DFS), as well as inversely correlated with CD8 (P = 0.0035) and FOXP3 expression (P = 0.05). In the FUSCC cohort for validation, the association between CEACAM8+ neutrophils and DFS had been confirmed in CRC tissue (P = 0.026). Furthermore, a risk stratification was derived from integration of CEACAM8+ neutrophils and T immune cells. In both OS and DFS, the high-risk group all demonstrated worse prognosis than low-risk group, with statistical significance (all P < 0.001). In addition, the high-risk group was correlated with post-operative relapses with accurate prediction. Furthermore, the high-risk group identified a subgroup of CRC patients who appeared not to benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy. At last, predictive nomograms were constructed with recognized independent prognosticators, showing this risk signature increasing the predictive accuracy and efficiency for OS and DFS. In conclusion, incorporation of neutrophil into T lymphocytes could provide more accurate prognostic information in CRC, and this risk stratification predicted for survival benefit from post-operative chemotherapy.
INTRODUCTION
Inflammatory reactions, always accompanied with immune response in tumor niches, play vital roles in tumorigenesis, cancer progression and resistance to therapy (1, 2) . Tumor-infiltrating neutrophils (TIN) are reported as typically pro-tumor and are strongly associated with adverse prognosis in most human cancers (3) . On the contrary, the relationships between neutrophils infiltration and prognostic outcomes generated heterogeneous results according to different tumor niches (4, 5) . Indeed, there were different phenotypically distinct sub-population of neutrophils with conflicting functions, therefore high neutrophil plasticity was indicated under different tumor niches (6) . Based on this plasticity, neutrophils showed different functions through polarization between an anti-tumoral (N1) and a pro-tumoral (N2) phenotype (7) . So, in the present study, CEACAM8, as the great specificity and activated phenotype of neutrophils, was used to detect tumor-infiltrating neutrophils within colorectal cancers (CRC) (3) . The preliminary aim was to assess the association of neutrophils to patient clinical and molecular characteristics, as well as prognosis. Furthermore, in order to accurately predict oncological outcomes of CRC, we wanted to establish predictive biomarkers of survival prognosis and treatment response, in addition of advanced surgical techniques, perioperative treatment, and adjuvant therapy. Although at present conventional TNM staging is the most frequently applied and well-recognized prognostic tool, but even patients with the same stage can have very distinct prognosis (8) . As this staging system narrowly concentrated on the tumor cells without incorporating the effects of the host immune response. Hence, systematic analysis of tumor infiltrating neutrophils and immune cells in cancer tissue would thus enable us a precise classification in tumor progression. The major cell types in T lymphocytes comprised of CD3, CD8, and FOXP3 Tregs were included in this study. In the present study, we combined TIN and T immune cells in CRC and investigated their relation with clinical outcomes, especially in patients receiving adjuvant chemotherapy. At last, a risk signature model has been generated and provides a possible predictive system to evaluate outcomes for patients received adjuvant chemotherapy.
RESULTS

Predictive Value of CEACAM8 in TCGA
In the discovery set (TCGA), we performed X-tile program to determine the cut-off values of CEACAM8 mRNA levels in tumor tissue, which were 1.92. Then patients with high and low CEACAM8 expression were identified for further analysis (≤1.92 as low CEACAM8 group and >1.92 as high CEACAM8 group). Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was carried out to compare overall survival (OS) according to CEACAM8. The overall survival curves were similar between high and low CEACAM8 groups by non-parametric with no statistically significant difference (log-rank test = 0.213, P = 0.645) ( Figure 1A) . On the contrary, Patients with high CEACAM8 had a significantly poorer disease-free survival (log-rank test = 5.364, P = 0.021, Figure 1B ), than those with low level of CEACAM8. Using the online software "TIMER" to calculate the immune cell infiltration, we also performed those analysis. The same result was also achieved. See the Supplemental Figure 1 . The ability of tumor-infiltrating neutrophils expressing CEACAM8 to regulate the immune-cell infiltration may account for this survival profit. To investigate the relationship of tumor-infiltrating neutrophils and immune cells, the relationships of CEACAM8 with CD3, CD8, and FOXP3 mRNA expression were assessed. The pattern of CEACAM8 expression was negatively correlated with CD8 (r = −0.1013, P = 0.035; Figure 1C) , and negatively correlated with FOXP3 (r = −0.094, P = 0.05; Figure 1D ). No significant correlation of CEACAM8 with CD3 (r = 0.16, P = 0.57) was seen.
Association of CEACAM8+ TIN With Survival in FUSCC
In the FUSCC cohort for validation by IHC, based on the cutoff value of 17 in TIN (Figures 2A,B) , Then patients with high and low TIN infiltration were identified for further analysis (≤17 per core as low TIN infiltration group and >17 as high infiltration group). Kaplan-Meier analysis showed that high TIN was associated with worse DFS of CRC patients (P = 0.026, Figure 2D ). Although the presence of high TIN was not identified as an independent prognostic factor for overall survival (P = 0.088, Figure 2C ). Not only CEACAM8+ cells, but also CD3+, CD8+, and FOXP3+ cells were observed in colorectal cancer tissues. To validate the relationship of tumorinfiltrating neutrophils and immune cells, the distributions of positively labeled cells with CEACAM8, CD3, CD8, and FOXP3 were assessed. The number of TIN expressing CEACAM8 was negatively correlated with CD8 cells (r = −0.123, P = 0.042), and no significant correlation of TIN with CD3+ and FOXP3+ cells (all P > 0.05) was observed.
To validate the result that TIN was negatively linked with CD8+ cells in cancer tissue, multi-color immunofluorescence was performed using monoclonal antibodies recognizing CEACAM8, CD8, and DAPI. The number of CD8+ cells was significantly higher in tumors, when CEACAM8 expression decreased ( Figure 3A) . In addition, when TIN expressing CEACAM8 increased, the number of CD8+ cells was significantly lower (Figure 3B ).
Risk Stratification Based on CEACAM8+ TIN and T Immune Cells
To illustrate the correlation of tumor-infiltrating inflammatory and immune cells with clinicopathological factors and prognosis, we constructed a risk signature model predicting survival based on TIN and immune cells. We divided the patients into high and low-risk groups based on the four immune cells with an NTP algorithm to assess the prognostic impact of immune profile in CRC patients. What is more, we transposed the risk signature into a predictive score to make the model easier to use in further study. The high-score group determined by predictive score >2 had been identified as the high-risk group, and the low-risk group with the score ≤2 ( Table 1 ). Figure 4A showed the worse survival of OS in the high-risk group based on predictive score as described above (log-rank test = 16.727, P < 0.001). Regarding disease-free survival, the high-risk group also demonstrated worse DFS than low-risk group, with statistical significance (Figure 4B , log-rank test = 21.03, P < 0.001).
Risk Stratification With CEACAM8+ TIN and T Immune Cells Is an Independent Predictor of Both OS and DFS
Univariate and multivariate analyses for OS and DFS were carried out (Tables 2, 3 ). Univariate analysis for OS revealed that high-risk signature, advanced TNM stage, T4 stage, presence FIGURE 1 | The overall survival curves were similar between high and low CEACAM8 groups (A). On the contrary, Patients with high CEACAM8 had a significantly poorer disease-free survival than those with low level of CEACAM8 (B). The pattern of CEACAM8 expression was negatively correlated with CD8 (C), and negatively correlated with FOXP3 (D).
of lymph node metastasis, distant metastasis, vascular invasion and high CEA (>10 ng/ml) were significantly associated with poor OS. Multivariate analysis balancing those factors showed that high-risk signature (HR = 2, P = 0.02), advanced TNM stage (HR = 4.468, P < 0.001), and T4 stage (HR = 1.704, P = 0.0036) were independent predictors of poor OS. Regarding disease-free survival, univariate analysis found that highrisk signature, advanced TNM stage, T4 stage, presence of lymph node metastasis, distant metastasis, vascular invasion, perineural invasion, retrieved lymph nodes (>12) and high CEA (>10 ng/ml) were significantly associated with poor DFS. Highrisk signature (HR = 2.361, P = 0.01), advanced TNM stage (HR = 4.258, P < 0.001), and T4 stage (HR = 1.516, P = 0.0045) were independent predictors of poor DFS in multivariate analysis.
Risk Stratification of CEACAM8+ TIN and T Immune Cells Is Correlated With Distant Metastases
To address why a high-risk signature had a correlation with poor prognosis, relapse patterns were deeply determined. All patients with relapse could be properly assessed for this analysis. Relapse involving anastomosis and pelvic lymph nodes were defined as local; Relapse involving organs such as the liver, lungs, peritoneum, and retroperitoneal nodes were defined as distant. The high-risk signature was found to correlate with distant recurrence significantly ( Figure 4C ). CEA levels, one of the most widely used tumor markers for detecting recurrence in colorectal cancer, were included in this comparative analysis. A significantly greater increase in CEA was observed in the FIGURE 2 | CEACAM8+ neutrophils in colorectal cancers from FUSCC for validation. Representative images of tissue cores as low (A), or high (B). Although TIN was not identified as an independent prognostic factor for overall survival (C), Kaplan-Meier analysis showed that high TIN was significantly associated with worse DFS (D).
high-risk signature group than that in the low-risk signature group ( Figure 4D) .
Extension of the Distant Metastases Prognostic Model With Risk Signature
To improve the prognostic accuracy for current TNM staging system, we established a predictive model for CRC patients by combining T stage and this risk signature with TIN plus T immune cells. The area under the curve (AUC) as prediction based on the T staging (0.655) was comparable with that for the risk signature with TINs plus T immune cells (0.629), and the combination of both factors achieved the highest AUC value (0.708), see Figure 4E .
Predictive Value of Risk Signature for Adjuvant Chemotherapy Benefit
Increased levels of inflammation cells have been reported to promote tumor invasion and reduce chemotherapy efficacy and immunologic death. Thus, we evaluated the benefit of fluorouracil-based adjuvant chemotherapy according to the risk signature model of TIN plus T immune cells. For patients without adjuvant chemotherapy treatment, the risk signature was not significantly associated with OS and DFS (Figures 5B,D) . However, high risk signature patients had significantly shorter OS in patients with adjuvant chemotherapy (log-rank test = 10.529, P < 0.001, Figure 5A) . Similarly, the association between risk signature and DFS was also significant in patients with adjuvant chemotherapy (log-rank test = 11.681, P = 0.001, Figure 5C ). 
Extension of Risk Signature With Current Prognostic Models
To visualize the prognostic application of this risk signature, we then created nomograms for OS and DFS based on this risk signature and other well-recognized prognosticators ( Figures 6A,C, respectively) . Figures 6B-D showed the calibration of nomograms for both OS and DFS, demonstrating a great prediction accuracy of this risk signature nomograms. What is more, after incorporating with TNM staging model, this risk signature could increase the predictive accuracy and efficiency for both OS and DFS. The combination with this risk signature had higher c-indices (0.793) than TNM staging alone (0.769).
DISCUSSION
Tumor infiltration of inflammatory cells and T lymphocytes was frequently observed in CRC, and there were several previous studies finding the infiltration of both inflammatory cells and T lymphocytes were linked to different prognosis (9, 10) . In this study, we have investigated the survival impact of CEACAM8-positive neutrophils in CRC and illustrated the correlation of tumor-infiltrating inflammatory and immune cells with prognosis. We found that the CEACAM8 + neutrophils could be used to predict survival in CRC. Furthermore, we generated a risk signature model, which was defined by infiltration of inflammatory and immune cells, predicting prognosis independent of TNM staging. The high-risk signature was not only associated with tumor progression, it could also predict the efficiency of chemotherapy.
Neutrophils, a canonical leucocyte, have been considered as one of first-line defenders against infectious microorganisms. At the meantime, neutrophils infiltrating tumor tissues play vital roles in tumor development and progression (11) . In the early start of colorectal tumorigenesis, infiltration of neutrophils has been involved, as neutrophils in colorectal adenomas were increased significantly compared to adjacent normal mucosa and correlated with adenoma size (11) . N-nitrosamines generated from neutrophils may be responsible, as they are known to be carcinogenic (12) (13) (14) . In addition, an hMSH2-dependent G2/M checkpoint arrest could be induced by activated neutrophils, then replication errors occurred in colon epithelial cells (15) . These findings are consistent with our observations, indicating neutrophils infiltration as an adverse prognostic factor in adenoma-carcinoma sequence and cancer progression. On the contrary, the relationships between neutrophils infiltration and prognostic outcomes generated heterogeneous results according to different tumor types. For example, in gastric cancer, presence of neutrophils was a favorable factor for disease-free survival (4), whereas also in gastric cancer, poor outcomes were followed with neutrophils infiltration in another study (16) . This inconsistency may result from the methods used in assessing neutrophil infiltration. Hematoxylin-eosin staining alone or CD15 cell marker staining for neutrophils were utilized in varied studies. CD15, which was not exclusively expressed in neutrophils, also were observed on eosinophils and part of monocytes. Apart from this, some tumor cells were reported to express CD15 (17, 18) . In light of the specificity, we decided to use CEACAM8 to identify neutrophils (19) . So CEACAM8-positive TINs were observed up-regulated in tumor tissues relative to match normal tissues. In addition, the inconsistent results for oncological outcome obtained in colorectal cancer (20, 21) may narrowly concentrated on the inflammation without taking the effects of the host immune response into consideration. Hence, integration of tumor infiltrating neutrophils and immune cells in cancer tissue would thus enable us a precise classification in tumor progression. And infiltrating neutrophils may depend on tumor location and MSI status, in which the microenvironment dependent function probably reflected the tailored immune milieu and contexts, while this background data were missing in those studies. Above all, in these two cohorts with balanced baseline characteristic CEACAM8 low expression gained a DFS benefit compared with high expression.
Neutrophil cells have been paid on with most attention in the pathogenesis and progression of cancers, due to their immune destruction evading and tumor-promotion capability. Although neutrophils infiltration could be recognized as an independent prognostic factor in this study, whereas narrowly DFS was correlated and inconsistency also arose. It was responsible not to incorporate the effects of the host immune response. Hence, incorporation of TIN into T immune cells could provide more accurate prognostic information for the risk stratification of CRC. We had established a risk signature model with four types of cells (TIN, CD3+, CD8+ T cells, and FOXP3+ cells), and this model showed nice correlation with patients' prognosis (DFS: HR = 2.361, P = 0.01; OS: HR = 2, P = 0.02). This risk signature model including inflammatory cells and T lymphocytes showed better correlation with survival prognosis than neutrophil infiltration alone. The number of TIN was significantly correlated with that of CD8+ T cells, suggesting that those cells cooperate to induce inflammation affecting cancer invasion, although there were not apparent associations in TIN with CD3+ and FOXP3+ cells. So, we believed that neutrophil cells somehow moderated immune cell status relative to tumor progression.
Besides the clinical relevance of the risk-signature to survival prognosis, the risk signature was also correlated with postoperative relapse. The mechanisms behind the clinical relevance of the risk-signature to recurrence pattern may mainly lie in that tumor-induced alteration of neutrophils and T lymphocytes acted to produce premetastatic niches then promote distant metastasis (2, 22, 23) . Exactly, neutrophil cells in cancer niches were able to inhibit anti-tumor T-cells such as CD8 cells. As expected, this high-risk signature represented a more aggressive phenotype in the cohort, accompanied advanced TNM staging as well as another prognostic factor: high CEA value. Furthermore, to identify more clinical implications of this risk signature additional of its survival prognosis, we also carefully assessed the relation between this risk signature and chemotherapy. We found that among patients with chemotherapy, those with low risk signature were easier to have longer OS and DFS compared with those with high risk signature, while there was no correlation in patients without chemotherapy. These indicated that this risk signature could be an important factor for predicting the efficiency of chemotherapy. In line with our observation, inflammatory and immune cells were reported be responsible in patients most likely to benefit from chemotherapy. As in HCC, CCL2, and CCL17 expressed by TIN recruited macrophages and Treg cells promoting neovascularization and resistance to antiangiogenesis therapy (24) . Additionally, interferonγ derived from CD8+ T cell reversed stroma-mediated chemo-resistance in the tumor niches (25) . The increased proinflammatory cytokines, including IL-6 and IL-8 levels, were a part of explanations for multidrug and apoptosis resistance in cancers (26, 27) . Therefore, the roles of tumor-infiltrating neutrophil and T immune cells were becoming clear more and more, and indicated that this risk signature based on these cells might be utilized to stratify patients by tumor niche status and immune cell profile. DFS (B) . The high-risk signature was correlated with distant recurrence significantly (C). A significantly greater increase in CEA was observed in the high-risk signature group than the low-risk group (D). The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for predicting patient distant metastases using the risk signature, T stage or a combination of the two factors (E). *Significance compared between high and low-risk signature group.
Several additional limitations are important to consider in interpreting the results of the present study. There existed some issues to be addressed in the future work. (1) This study, as its retrospective design and the relatively small sample size, was not enough for validation of the outcome. (2) Although we identified the impact of the interaction of TIN and T immune cells involved in tumor progression, the underlying mechanisms through which those major immune cells crosstalk with each other remains unrevealed. (3) Prognostic serum marker for risk-signature will be easier to use in bedside, which are our next concern and under investigation.
In conclusion, CEACAM8 + neutrophils could be used to predict survival in CRC. Incorporation of neutrophils into T lymphocytes could provide more accurate prognostic information for the risk stratification. So, this risk signature model combined with those cells has been generated and showed nice correlation with patients' prognosis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
This study included two independent cohorts of CRC patients. The discovery cohort enrolling 434 CRC was obtained from the cancer genome atlas (TCGA) database available from Cancer Genomics Browser of University of California Santa Cruz (https://genome-cancer.ucsc.edu/). Detailed CEACAM8, CD3, CD8, and FOXP3 expression data were chosen from the TCGA database defined previously (28) . The validation set enrolling 276 CRC patients was obtained from Fudan University Only patients with fully characterized tumors, intact overall survival (OS) and disease-free survival (DFS), information were included. All patient data are collected, including age, race, tumor location, year of diagnosis, primary tumor size, histological grade, number of lymph nodes examined, type of radiation, marital status, preoperative multimodal treatment, details of the surgical procedure, occurrence of complications, post-operative histopathology, application of adjuvant therapy, and follow-up (date of last visit, tumor recurrence, date of tumor-related or unrelated death, overall survival, and disease-free survival). All patients from FUSCC dataset have provided written informed consent. The research protocol was reviewed and approved by the institutional review board of the FUSCC.
Tissue Microarray (TMA) Construction and Immunohistochemistry (IHC) Staining
The TMA used for this study includes 276 unselected, non-consecutive, primary, and sporadic colorectal cancers enrolled between January 2007 and November 2009 in FUSCC. Construction of this TMA has been previously described in detail (29) . IHC were performed with appropriate antibodies (anti-CEACAM8 antibody, BD Biosciences; anti-CD3e, CD8a, FOXP3 from Cell Signaling Technology). The number of positive cells per field was estimated using Image Pro plus 6.0 (Media Cybernetics Inc., Bethesda, MD). The immunostaining was evaluated by two pathologists blinded to the clinical information. Discordances were resolved by re-review to consensus or the third reviewer.
The cutoff values for survival analysis was determined by X-tile 3.6.1 software (30) (Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA). In detail, X-tile plots provided a single, global assessment of every possible way of dividing a population into low-, and high-level marker expression. Different cut-points were presented in a right triangular grid. The intensity of the color of each cutoff point represented the strength of the association. What is more, The Xtile software provided an "on-the-fly" histogram of the resulting population subsets along with an associated Kaplan-Meier curve. 
Prognostic Prediction
The risk signature model was generated by combining expression pattern of CEACAM8, CD3, CD8, and FOXP3 by using Nearest Template Prediction (NTP) algorithm, in which a model of risk stratification is made as implemented in the NTP module of the GenePattern analysis toolkit (http://software.broadinstitute. org/cancer/software/genepattern/). Neutrophil infiltration was regarded as cells downregulating host immune response to cancer, while CD3, CD8, and FOXP3 T cells as cells immunoactivities. Hence, the predictive score was summed by following scores: (1) high CEACAM8 defined as 1 point; (2) low CEACAM8 defined as 0 point; (3) high CD3, CD8, and FOXP3 as 0 point, and (4) low CD3, CD8, and FOXP3 as 1 point. The final cutoff value was defined as two points in total.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical evaluation was performed using IBM SPSS statistics Version 22 (SPSS Inc; IBM Corporation Software Group, Somers, NY). The Chi-square test or Fisher exact test was utilized for exploratory comparisons of patient groups. All statistical tests were performed 2-sided, and P < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. OS and DFS were estimated with the Kaplan-Meier method, and the log-rank (MantelCox) test was used to compare independent subgroups. Cox proportional hazard models were used to investigate the effect on survival of multivariable relationships among covariates including the age at diagnosis, gender, stage at diagnosis, histological type, histological grade and treatment. Stage, status of perineural, and vascular invasion or any known clinical characteristics supposed to affect the prognosis were the stratified variable. Hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for multivariate analyses were computed using the Cox proportional hazards regression models. The R software version 3.4.3 and the "rms" package (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) were applied to perform the nomogram analysis and calibration plot.
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